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Akey issue in research on ferrofluids (dispersions of magnetic 
colloids) is the effect of dipolar interactions on their structure
and phase behaviour1,2,which is not only important for practical

applications3 but gives fundamental insight in dipolar fluids in general.
In 1970, de Gennes and Pincus4 predicted a Van der Waals-like phase
diagram and the presence of linear chains of particles in ferrofluids in
zero magnetic field. Despite many experimental studies5–7, no direct
evidence of the existence of linear chains of dipoles has been reported in
the absence of magnetic field,although simulations8–11 clearly show the
presence of chain-like structures. Here, we show in situ linear dipolar
structures in ferrofluids in zero field,visualized on the particle level by
electron cryo-microscopy on thin,vitrified films of organic dispersions
of monodisperse metallic iron particles. On systematically increasing
the particle size, we find an abrupt transition from separate particles 
to randomly oriented linear aggregates and branched chains or 
networks. When vitrified in a permanent magnetic field, these chains
align and form thick elongated structures, indicating lateral attraction
between parallel dipole chains. These findings show that the experi-
mental model used is well suited to study the structural properties of
dipolar particle systems.

Evidence for the presence of dipolar chains in ferrofluids in zero field
has historically been difficult to obtain; for example, scattering patterns
in zero field are always isotropic, and their interpretation requires
additional assumptions. Direct imaging on the particle level by
conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides no
direct proof for the actual arrangement of particles in the liquid phase,
because the microstructure may be severely distorted due to drying.An
additional problem is that dipole–dipole interactions in the most
commonly used magnetite (Fe3O4) ferrofluids are fairly weak6 and
cannot be varied due to the method of synthesis12, making it
questionable whether chain formation in zero field occurs in these
dispersions. However, the more advanced cryogenic TEM (cryo-TEM,
discussed below) technique can now be fruitfully applied to a more
versatile model ferrofluid consisting of metallic iron colloids.

The magnetic dipole moment of a single-domain sphere of radius r
and bulk saturation magnetization Ms is µ = 4πr3Ms/3. The
dipole–dipole interaction between two magnetic particles at contact,
scales as µ2/σ 3 ∝ r 6/σ 3 (σ being the effective hard-sphere diameter,
consisting of the core diameter and the thickness of the surfactant
layer)13, so that the ferrofluid microstructure should be very sensitive to
particle size. For this study, we therefore chose iron dispersions where

dipole–dipole interactions can be tuned by particle size variation14 and
are much stronger than for magnetite, because Ms is larger for iron13.
Synthesis methods of iron dispersions are limited to apolar organic
solvents, but this is advantageous for studying the effect of dipolar
interactions,because electrostatic interactions will be practically absent.
In addition, our particles are coated with a thick surfactant layer to
minimize the effect of Van der Waals attractions.These properties make
iron dispersions suitable for systematically studying dipolar structures
in ferrofluids as a function of particle size.Cryo-TEM is a technique that
studies vitrified, thin, liquid films in low-dose TEM.A fast temperature
quench of films of dispersions vitrifies the solvent, arresting the
diffusion of particles on the timescale of glass formation. Thus, this
method preserves the arrangement of particles in the solvent,which can
subsequently be imaged on the particle level.The resolution we obtain is
sufficient to clearly distinguish particles as small as 2 nm (Fig. 1). Most
cryo-TEM work has been done on aqueous samples15 where the film
stability is based on a balance of attractive Van der Waals forces between
the air–liquid interfaces and electrostatic repulsions between charged
surfactants organized at these interfaces16.Making stable,glassy films of
organic solvents is not trivial15 and only a few reports have appeared (for
example,ref.17).We found that thin films of iron dispersions in decalin
are surprisingly stable, despite the absence of charged surfactants, and
that they can readily be vitrified in liquid nitrogen.

We synthesized dispersions (see Methods) of single-domain,
superparamagnetic iron particles13 with low polydispersity,surrounded
by a stabilizing shell of modified polyisobutene18. The composition of
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Table 1 Characterization of iron dispersions.
Code aTEM* aSAXS

† aM
‡ µAGM

§

(nm) (nm) (nm) (Am2*1019)

A 2.1 ± 0.3 2.17 1.3 0.123
B 6.0 ± 0.74 4.88 4.1 4.149
C 6.6 ± 1.1 6.03 5.1 8.38
D 6.9 ± 1.0 8.82 6.0 13.19
E 8.2 ± 1.5 9.54
*Particle radius measured from TEM-micrographs. †Particle radius determined from Guinier curves of SAXS 

measurements. ‡Magnetic radius determined from magnetization curves. §Dipole moment µ = 4πaM
3Ms/3 with

Ms = 1.49 × 106 Am–1 (bulk value for Fe0.75C0.25, of which our particles consist)19.
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the particles is discussed elsewhere19. Particle sizes, determined by
different measuring techniques, as well as particle dipole moments, for
five dispersions A–E are presented in Table 1, and their cryo-TEM
images in Fig. 1. Susceptibility measurements as a function of height
confirm that all dispersions are stable and do not phase separate.

In marked contrast to magnetite dispersions6, in our ferrofluids we
clearly observe linear structures in zero magnetic field for sufficiently
large iron particles (dispersion D in Fig. 1). Their anisotropy provides
supporting evidence that these aggregates are caused by dipole–dipole
interactions, favouring a head-to-tail orientation. Note that chains are

not aggregated to larger ‘superclusters’; chain–chain interactions are
obviously weak,as is confirmed in simulations1,9.The presence of many
individual particles in Fig. 1D indicates that we observe a snapshot of
dynamic clusters, which are easily disrupted by thermal motion. For
larger particles we indeed see the effect of stronger dipoles: cluster sizes
increase considerably, and the number of single particles is reduced
(Fig. 1E). Smaller particles, which have weaker dipoles, stay separated
(Fig.1A–C) because the dominant interaction is the isotropic repulsion
by the polymer shell.Note that Van der Waals attractions are weak in our
dispersions; owing to their thick surfactant layers, the particles do not

Figure 1 Typical cryo-TEM images of iron dispersions with increasing average particle radius, labelled according to Table 1.The samples were made from dispersions with
equal volume fractions (0.0006) of iron. In E, the white objects on the left and top right,and the three larger structures with poor contrast are artefacts.Scale bars = 100 nm.
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form isotropic clusters (see Fig. 1A–C), as are found in dispersions of
oleic-acid-coated magnetite (Fe3O4) particles6. Because the Van der
Waals interaction is a function of r/σ only, whereas the dipolar
interaction has a stronger volume dependence20, Van der Waals
attractions will become relatively less important on increasing the
particle size (dispersions D and E). Dipolar interactions are very
sensitive to particle radius,as expected4,13 from their scaling for particles
at contact as r 6/σ 3, and the structure formation predicted by de Gennes
and Pincus4 is clearly observed above a critical particle size. It must be
noted that we study ferrofluids in thin films—having thickness of the
order of a particle diameter, as determined from electron energy loss
spectra (EELS)21—which ought to be considered as two-dimensional.
Simulations of comparable systems in two dimensions8,10,11 do indeed
show very similar particle structures (tortuous, branching chains) to
those in Fig. 1D, although in some recent simulations flux closure rings
are found11,which we did not observe in our samples.

The existence of anisotropic structures is not limited to thin films,as
is shown by preliminary measurements of the complex susceptibility as
a function of frequency, from which brownian relaxation times (τB) can
be determined by previously reported methods22.For dispersions D and
E we find much larger values for τB than expected for single particles,
whereas for smaller particles (dispersion C) τB corresponds to their
particle size.These measurements clearly confirm the presence of larger
structures in the (three-dimensional) dispersions D and E,in agreement
with what we found in two-dimensional liquid films.

If the linear structures, as in Fig. 1D, are truly due to dominant
dipolar forces,they should align in the direction of an externally applied
magnetic field. To verify this, dispersion D was vitrified in a saturating
magnetic field, giving a film that was extremely susceptible to electron
beam radiation damage.The stability of the film increased considerably
by the addition of small particles A.For comparison, the same mixtures
have also been vitrified in the absence of a magnetic field, which gives
similar pictures (Fig. 2a) as samples without particles A (Fig. 1D). In a
magnetic field however, the structures of particles D are straightened
and aligned in the field direction (Fig. 2b), confirming that our
aggregates indeed consist of dipoles. Another striking effect of the
magnetic field is the enormous increase of the cluster dimensions in the
lateral direction. Very similar structures are found in magneto- and
electro-rheological fluids23,24 and dispersions of non-magnetic particles
in ferrofluids in magnetic fields25, where they have been explained in
terms of lateral aggregation. Indeed, chain–chain interaction between
fluctuating parallel dipolar chains, aligned by a magnetic field, can give
rise to attraction perpendicular to the field direction26.The resemblance
with the systems described above, where dipolar interactions prevail,
shows that dipolar forces indeed also dominate in our ferrofluids.Note,
however, that all cases observed previously involve induced dipoles,
which do not form chains in zero field. In our case,we see the transition
between relatively small chains of permanent dipoles in zero field and
much larger aggregating chains in high fields.

The smaller particles A were distributed homogeneously within the
film (as can be seen in the background of the micrographs in Fig.2) and
their moments were presumably aligned by the magnetic field, but
evidently dipole–dipole interactions were too weak to cause field-
induced aggregates. The stability behaviour observed suggests that the
mere presence of homogeneously distributed particles is sufficient to
stabilize the film.This rationalizes the observation that films of particles
D are stable without a magnetic field, but only marginally stable with a
large magnetic field where big clusters are formed, leaving large areas
without any particles. In this hypothesis, the addition of the much less
magnetic particles A then leads to stabilization by ensuring that particles
remain distributed throughout the film.

Our experiments support several theories4,9,27 and simulations8–11,
demonstrating a structural change in a ferrofluid for increasingly strong
dipoles, going from single particles to randomly oriented anisotropic
clusters. As in many simulations on dipolar hard spheres1,8, we do not

find a phase transition. Our results in zero field qualitatively agree with
results from simulations, showing chain-like structures for sufficiently
large dipoles that thermally dissociate then recombine1,8–10. Chain
formation for simulations in three dimensions1 roughly starts at a
dimensionless reduced dipole moment µ* of 2–2.5 with an average
chain length varying from 1.4 to 10 particles for a concentration ρ* of
0.3. This value is similar to our experimental results, where chain
formation starts for iron particles in dispersion D with a value of 2.4 for
µ* (using the dipole moment and TEM radius from Table 1 with a
surfactant layer18 of 6 nm) and a mean cluster size of 2.49 for a
comparable concentration.Quantitative results from two-dimensional
simulations are known for similar µ* values, but only for much lower
concentrations ρ* than in our samples11, showing longer mean chain
lengths, and the presence of ring-like structures that were not observed
in our ferrofluids.

Structural information from cryo-TEM is clearly of importance to
interpret for example,small angle neutron or X-ray scattering (SANS or
SAXS) curves measured on the same dispersions. A combination of
techniques (SANS, SAXS, complex susceptibility measurements and
cryo-TEM) may provide us with a complete picture of the behaviour of
dipolar fluids. Iron colloids, where dipolar interactions can be tuned
both by changing particle sizes and by varying minimum particle
distances (using surfactants with different lengths18), may well be the
experimental equivalent of computer simulations on dipolar spheres
with a variable ratio of isotropic and dipolar interaction1.

METHODS

SYNTHESIS OF IRON DISPERSIONS
The iron dispersions were synthesized by thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)5 in decalin in the presence of

modified polyisobutene (PIB) as described previously18 and always stored under nitrogen atmosphere.

Figure 2 Cryo-TEM images of a mixture of dispersions D and A (with iron volume
fractions of particles of 0.0006 and 0.0004,respectively). a, In zero field,and b, in a
saturating magnetic field.The insert is an enlargement (4  times) of a part of the complete
picture.Because particles have been in air only for a very short time, the images do not
show the oxidized layers around the iron cores,which we observed for particles exposed to
air for a few hours.Chains,already existing in zero field,align in the magnetic field.Scale
bars = 200 nm.
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Average particle radii were varied by changing the Fe(CO)5/PIB ratio. Particles D and E were grown from

particles C, by adding extra Fe(CO)5 afterwards18. Similar susceptibility measurements as in ref. 28 con-

firm that all dispersions are stable and do not phase separate.

VITRIFICATION OF FILMS
Vitrified films of dispersions were made on grids coated with holey carbon film (R2/2, Quantifoil Micro

Tools, Jena, Germany) using a vitrobot29 in an oxygen-poor atmosphere (approximately 0.4 vol.% O2) to

prevent particle oxidation. Photographs were taken from the carbon film holes with a Philips CM12 TEM

(Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at 120 kV using using low-dose techniques. For measurements in an exter-

nal magnetic field, the grid, fixed between the poles of a small permanent magnet30 (1.6 tesla), was blotted

by hand in air. Vitrification was performed by plunging the magnet in liquid nitrogen while the grid stays

fixed between the magnet poles.
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